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B PHYSICS AT ELECTRON-POSITRON COLLIDERS 

G.Coignet 
LAPP, BP909, 74019 Annecy-Le-Vieux, France 

ABSTRACT 

The physics of B mesons chat has already been achieved and is 
expected Co be achieved in Che near future ia quickly reviewed. 
Emphasis is put on the problems that could be left over and the case 
for an improved b factory machine is advocated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this contribution, concerned with the oeauty (or 
bottom) b quark sector, is structured as follows : 

- Recollection of some of the main results obtained a. the exis
ting electron-positron colliding beam machines ; 

- Estimates of what could be achieved with Che improved pro-
prammes at existing machines and at machines under construct :..in ; 

- Expectations of what could be left over and contemplât.rns of 
what would be needed to address these physics issues. 

These various'points have already been extensively studies in 
Che littérature and were recently reviewed at a dedicated workshop'. 
Anyhow, it was considered as useful Co summarize che situacion at 
this symposium. 

PRESENT ACHIEVEMENTS 

After the discovery** of che t (b-b) bound states in proton-
beryllium interactions, most of our present knowledge of the b quark 
physics come from experiments performed 3t e -e storage 
rings 3-*- 5- 5. 

The first four T bound scates observed when varying *'7, che 
center of mass energy of e -e collisions in the DORIS or CESR 
range are shown in Fig.l. One immediatly notices from this figure, 
and from Table I, Chat the width of the T(6S) is -such wider Chan 
the widths of the ground state T (IS) and of the two first excited 
scates T(2S) and T(3S)- T n i s behaviour is understood when one" 
realizes that the T(4S) resonance lies immediatly abovi the thres
hold for decay into a pair of B mesons, B (bu) 3 (bu) or 
B,(bd) B.(bd), decay channels not kinematically allowed for the chree 
first T states. When running at vT-T(^S), roughly 25 Z of the 
events are BB pairs. 
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Fig,l The cross section, for e -e -Cadrons 

in the upsilon energy range. 
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Fig..2 Corrected R(<T. ,/a ) versus center 
nac '̂u 

of mass energy as measured by the CLZO 
detector at CESR. 



Table 1. Masses of the bound bb and open b systems 
[from "Review of Particle Properties" 
Phys.Lett.IQ7B, 1986] 

Mass Full Width 
0.043 ± 0.003 
0.030 ± 0.007 

0 012 *• ° - 0 1 0 

"•"'•' - 0.004 
24 ± 2 
110 i 13 
79 ± 16 

Tos) 9460.0 t 0.2 
T(2S) 10023.4 ± 0.3 
TC3S) 10355.5 ± 0.5 
T(4S) 
XC5S) 
TC6S) 

10577 ± 4 
10865 ± S 
11019 ± 9 

B +, 8" u u 5271.2 i 3.0 

»s- »; 5275.2 ± 2.8 

»:• n * 5400 

c»; ~ 6600 (estimate) 

Already some importanc information on | V Cb-m)/V (b^c) j , the 
ratio of the "suppressed" to -"favoured""elements of the Kobayashi-
-Maskawa matrix has been obtained from the study of the semi-lep-
tonic S decay and also from some exclusive B decay channels. An upper 
limit on B.-B mixing has also been obtained, a a 

Right above îs" * 10.6 GeV, an energy domain only reached at 
CESR, the situation is still not completely cleared up but is quite 
interesting'i3 : This is indicated in Fig. 2 where the variation of 
_ a(e e •*• hadrons) . . . + - + -. r . , 36. â 3. -—- ^~z » with o(e e -*• j -i ) Inbarnl 

a(e e" •*• y <j~) s(GeV2] 
is shown as a function of *s. The T(4S) is now the promirent 
feature» followed by a shoulder, attributed to the production c~ 3 
or B, states, a prominent bump near 10.9 GeV, interpreted At :he 
XC5S) and another bump near 11 GeV, interpreted as the T(65) . The 
lcinematical threshold for B°(bs) a (bs) production occurs between 
the T(4S) and the T(5S), and so a large part of the T (:S) r̂ ust 

states. decay into B°B°, B*°B°, B°l a" or B ° V * S 3 S S S S 

One has to remember that these results have been obtained with 
typically 1 to 3 * 10 5 produced B mesons per experience. 

http://Phys.Lett.IQ7B
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The cross section for e -e -*• hadrons in the 
to 100 GeV center of mass energy domain. 

In the 20-45 GeV center of mass energy domain covered by PEP and 
PETRA, the so called "continuum" region (.Fig.3), the bb production 
represents only 9 Z of the total hadronic production. Nevertheless, 
measurements based upon typical integrated luminosities of 200 pb , 
corresponding to 10-15 K produced B mesons, have allowed : 

—12 
- Measurements of unexpected (= 10 s) Long life time b hadro-

nic states ; 
- First measurements of the b-quark fragmentation function and 

of the electroveak coupling of b quarks ; 
- Information, complementing measurements performed at the 

T(4S) on the semileptonic branching ratios of B hadron3 and on the 
structure of events containing b quarks. 



EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENTS 

One can try, with some risk, to estimate the physics output that 
could be expected in the future both with the existing machines, 
taking especially into account the expected luminosity and detector 
upgrades at CESR and PEP, and with SLC and LEP now under construction. 

Table II gives a comparison of the extimated races of B hadrons 
Chat could be produced with these machines, for the quoted integrated 
luminosities. These integrated luminosities could for instance be 
obtained for 200 full days of running at Che mentioned (optimistic) 
luminosity. The performances of the upgraded VEPP6 storage ring, not 
mentioned in this table, are expected to be somewhere in between 
DORIS and CESR ones. 

Table II. B or B expected production rates 
a) at existing.or under construction e e machines 

,7 
(GeV) 

w7 
(MeV) 

<L> 

( I 0 3 1 c m ~ 2 s " 

/ L d t 

' ) <pb" ' ) 

3 b b 
(nb) 

produced 
' n r Î 

MACHINE 
,7 

(GeV) 

w7 
(MeV) 

<L> 

( I 0 3 1 c m ~ 2 s " 

/ L d t 

' ) <pb" ' ) 

3 b b 
(nb) / L d t 

( I 0 5 ) 

DORIS 10.6 10 . 1.5 250 1 5 
CSSR 10.6 4 4 . 5 300 1 15 
PEP 2 5 . 25 6 1000 0.045 0 .9 
SLC 9 3 . 200 0 .1 100 5 . 2 
LEP 9 3 . 40 1 200 5 . 20 

b) at a dedicated 3 factory machine 
BB 10.6 10 60 10 A 1 200 

FACTORY 15 150 600 10 3 0.1 200 

One notices from Table II that typical samples of I to 2 * 10 3 
could be produced at a few places. In particular the Z° factories 
(see also Fig.3), with a 15 % branching ra=io for Z -*• bb, are 
certainly good sources of B particles, the nain limitation coming 
here from the machine luminosity. 

Actually, the number of "useful" 3 for physics studies can be 
defined as : 

usef.B . / i d t . t T . . a 

where e_, is Che tagging efficiency of 3, and e_ is the reconstruc
tion efficiency of an exclusive channel. The E'S are detector, energy 



and machine dependent. According to the physics case studied, one only 

needs to tag a B, or only to reconstruct a B, or to tag a B(B) and 

to reconstruct the associated B(B). Based on previous studies 9» 1 0* 1 1 

that used realistic efficiencies* Table III summarizes schematically 
the physics questions that could be tackled at the contemplated ma
chines. One also sees from this table that our knowledge will be 
substantially improved. 

Table III. Possible Physics outputs from various machinés. 

CESR/DORIS 

r spectroscopy 

1 3 meson, B b< oaryoas mass 

B -»• exclusive channels 

B life cimes 

b-Z° coupling 

• LEP 
SLC 

J 
OPEN QUESTIONS ANITA POSSIBLE APPROACH 

In the Standard Model wich three families, B°-B° mixing, is 
expected to occur. It will manifest itself via decays of neutral 3 
mesons to wrong sign lepton defined by 

r . r(B° - B° - Tx) 
r * r(B° - i+x) 

and it can be detected by like-charge dileptons in the final state1' 

- N(B°§° i~&~X) 

N(B UB W £ 1 X) 

r for T<*S) + 3°B° 
2r 
— in the continuum 

The first possible indication for 3 -3 mixing, mainly attributed 

to B -5~, has been reported by the UA1 group 1 3. 

which is expected to be large, could be quite well studied with 
machines already ccnstructed or under construction. On the other hand, 

the question of B,-B, mixing, which is predicted to be small, will 

probably not be settled, the \ (4S) region is especially interesting 

in that case, since it allows the production of onlv B°-B"j neutral 
a a 

mesons ; The limitation of the existing machines will probably cone 



from their luminosity. 

A machine with a high luminosity and a good energy resolution 

from B » but also the different BB, BB +B B~ and 
s 

B*B* thresholds,will be very useful for this study. Table tl.b shows 
that an increase of more than one order of magnitude in the produced 

B number would be achieved if a machine with L » 6 * 10 3 2cm s at 

/s" » 10.6 GeV ± 10 MeV could be built. The luminosity increase would 
stringent the limit on V(b -*• u) and improve our knowledge of the 
B threshold region. 

Another very important issue that will probably still be pending 
is the possible detection of CP violation in B decays 1 4» 1 5. 

If mixing-occurs (r j* 0), one can in principle search for CP 
asymétries in semi-leptonic B decays defined as 

. a(B°B° •*> i V s ? - 3(B°B° - I'l'Xi 

tî(B°B° * JÛTX) 

In the standard model, the predicted a„ values are so small 

-3 -4 " 
(10 -10 ) that, together with the expected values for mixing, some 
10 produced & mesons are needed, an unacceptably high number. 

The search for CP violation in 3 -B mixing looks a bit more 
promising in non-leptonic decays. It has been shown 1 4» 1 5 that some 

specific channels (for instance 3, -*• DD, 4TC T° or 3 •*• '?*) will 
d -3 s _4 3 

have small branching ratios (5 " 10 - 5 * 10 ) but will present 
a very large CP asymetry (2-20 Z). 

CP violation can also occur in absence, of mixing and in that 

case, the difference between B and B decay'in opposite sign par
ticles can reach UD tc •= I " for combined branching ratio of order 

10" 3. 

In these cases,one has co reconstruct some tens of B(B) mesons 

and to tag the associated B(3) meson. Then one can estimate that 

a few 10 produced 3 are needed, if an optimized detector is used. 

Taking into account the tagging and reconstruction efficiencies, 
it will probably be worthwhile to increase the center of mass energy 

of the e -e collisions16 up to 15 GeV. We could also enlarge the 
energy spread up to 100 MeV or more in order to increase the luminosity. 



If the machine conditions indicated in Table II.b, 
_ 33 —-> _i 

(/s • 15 ± 0. 10 GeV, L « 5 * 10 cm "s ) could be achieved, one would 
reach the limits at which the CF asymmetry expected in the Standard 
Model could be detected. 

The possibility of reaching center of mass energy as high as 
/s* * 15 GeV will in addition allow : 

- The study of B -B mixing 1 7 ; 
- The measurement of rare decay channels that could reveal the 

presence of new physics ; ' 
- The investigation of the B (be), B (be) threshold region still 

to be discovered. 

Finally, as b decays mostly into c, D mesons knowledge would certain
ly benefit from such a machine. 

CONCLUSION 

We have shown that a large improvement on the knowledge of the 
beauty physics can be expected to come in the near future from the 
e-e collisions. On the other hand, it seems clear, that a dedicated 
b factory with center of mass energy variable from /s" » 10 to" 15 GeV, 
with adjustable A/S\- 10 to loO MeV and with a corresponding lumino-

33 -2 -I sity variable from L * 0 , 5 to 5 * 10 cm s would be needed to 
settle some very important topics discussed in the previous section. 

The quoted luminosities are in the range of the presently 
contemplated ones for fs - 1 TeV e -e linear colliders now under 
discussion. It would be optimal if che b factory could also be incor
porated as a step towards future linear solliders. The approach*8 

presented by U.Amaldi at this symposium proceeds from this raasonning. 
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